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ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS specialized in the production, development and marketing of ERP solutions (Enter-
prise Resource Planning) for the global market. Established in 1993 and since then has been keen to 
provide the market with the best software solutions in accordance with the international standards in the 
�eld of software.

ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS systems have won the trust of its users.  This gave the company the opportunity to 
enjoy great credibility and a good reputation among all its customers in various sectors and �elds.

In 1998, ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS successfully obtained the 
International Quality Certi�cate ISO 9001 in the �eld of Infor-
mation Technology Industry.

In 2012, ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS was selected among the list of 
100 annual RED HERRING winners around the world for 
producing and providing software according to internation-
al standards.  The company is looking for future global expan-
sions in producing software, whereas our systems currently 
operate in 5 di�erent languages (English – Arabic – French – 
Turkish – Indonesian).

In 2018, it was selected among the top 50 innovative global 
companies by the US universal technology magazine “The 
Silicon Review”.

We, at ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS are also proud to be a member 
of the Information Technology Industry Development 
Agency “ITIDA” and chamber of Information Technology 
“CIT”.

Our solutions are running & operat-
ing in more than 20 countries.  We 
are proudly serving customers in:

     Turkey
     Egypt
     Saudi Arabia
     Yemen
    Oman
     Bahrain
     Algeria
     Sudan
     Djibouti
     Somalia
     Kenya
     Tanzania
    China
     India
     Malaysia
     Indonesia
& other countries..



Whatever your �eld of business, the size of your 
organization, or your needs in the business 

market, We Can O�er You the Best Solutions



Onyx Pro ERP

Onyx Pro software is a group of Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP)

It has been designed to meet both medium 
and large business corporation needs in mis-
cellaneous industrial and Onyx Pro.. Com-
merical sectors

ONYX Pro ERP, All-in-one enterprise recourse planning solution to manage wide range of businesses 
with the following modules.

Support multiple businesses, branches and sectors and projects as well as di�erent connection technics.

ONYX Pro ERP runs on Oracle database to assure stability and reliability.

With ONYX Pro ERP, we gain the trust of all our customers and their absolute trust in our solutions.

ONYX Pro ERP, Dynamic solution that can be easily con�gured to �t any business needs, policies and 
organization structures.



ONYX IX ERP
Technology is linked to all of our lives aspects and global markets are regularly changing and technology has 
become linked to all of its aspects.  That’s why Ultimate Solutions o�ers its latest software solution the ONYX IX ERP 
managing enterprises resources planning, which is designed to change the future of your businesses.

Key Features
ONYX IX gives you all the systems in one system in a single window that combines all systems at a click of a button.

An intelligent and integrated system that applies tax regulations based on the law of each country and links your 
branches with each other from anywhere in the world using Web & Cloud technology.

Includes electronic signature feature to simplify the approval of transactions.

You can adjust the settings to suit your needs, customize the user interfaces, and build your own administrative 
structure in the system.

You can de�ne the levels of credentials, create users’ privileges, and de�ne their responsibilities to maintain data 
con�dentiality and the smoothness of operations, in addition to other numerous features.



Motakamel Plus ERP

The system has been developed by using 
new capabilities and by a team of excellent 
software developers having wide experi-
ence in the various business, industry and 
service sectors.  This was clearly re�ected 
through the capabilities and innovative 
ideas that made Motakamel Plus ERP 
user-friendly and accurate in performance.

Developed enterprise management and �nancial system, supported by MS SQL Server database able to 
manage and automate all business �elds and departments.

E�ectively handle all �nancial, management and administrative activities for all commercial, manufac-
tural and service businesses.

High �exibility in supporting multiple currencies for all transactions and reports even within the same 
account.

Reporting for business opportunities and risks with live comparisons between di�erent branches 
(detailed or summarized).



ERP Solutions for
Gold & Jewelry

Gold Management software is a specialized 
end-to-end solution to manage and administrate 
gold wholesale and retail business.  The solution 
includes inventory, stock transactions, weights, 
types, cash, auditing and control.

Gold Management Software is a specialized end-to-end solution to manage and administrate gold 
wholesale, retail business and production.

Support di�erent gold types as well as categorizing products by purities.

Provide gold price (gm) automatically based on the international ounce price, support di�erent types of 
gemstones and other non-gold products.

Calculate production cost based on the weight or piece.

Support all money exchange transactions.

Monitor all Sales and purchasing transactions as well as account, cashers and Gold safe transactions.

Di�erent detailed or summarized reports for all gold types, categories, currencies and transactions.

The solution includes inventory, stock transactions, weights, types, cash, auditing and quality control.



The most important mobile Apps
ONYX Pro Mobile   ONYX Shopping

Distribution Mobile   Motakamel Plus Mobile

Distribution Track   Transport Mobile

Restaurant Mobile   Warehouse Shipping

Ultimate Taxi    Receiving Mobile

Customer Orders   Money Transfer Agent

Collection Mobile   Bill Collection Mobile

Fixed Assets Inventory  Employee Self Service

Inventory Stocking   Customer Self Service

1     10

2     11

3     12

4     13

5     14

6     15

7     16

8     17

9     18

Mobile Apps
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS provides a collection of advanced mobile apps for Android and iOS devices for fast and e�ective 

access from anywhere and at any time.

Handy and useful tools to support the rapid changes in mobile phone technologies.  We have realized that phones are 

the most important and available devices nowadays and it’s the only available device with all users at any time.  For 

that we have worked hard to provide multiple and di�erent mobile apps to increase our solutions accessibility and 

availability.
These mobile apps support some of ONYX Pro ERP, Motakamel Plus ERP and Gold Core 

ERP functionalities such as approvals, reporting, KPI dashboards and other transac-

tions.



Restaurant
Management System
Administrative and �nancial operations management software for restaurant operations and managing customers’ 
hospitality procedures.  It helps the restaurant's customers in introducing the available o�ers, creating their 
requests for speci�c meals and follow-up their preparation and serving, and managing outside orders delivery.

Specialized solutions to manage sales and hospitality in restaurants or co�ee shops. The system can be used in 
English, Arabic, French, Turkish and Bahasa Indonesia. The system privileges are separated by the number of sta� 
based on their tasks.

Developed with MS SQL Server databases and WEB technology to be easy to use on PCs, Tablets, and Mobile.

The system accommodates the implementation of the important operations in the restaurant activities and they are 
as follows:

 Customers’ hospitality operations, preparing their orders and delivering them.
 Requirements operations, purchasing, and preparing meals according to the components.
 Proof of income and disbursement and provide �nancial statements based on the restaurant's activity.
 The system provides a number of administrative and �nancial statements based on the restaurant's activity.

The system provides a number of administrative, Financial, and statistical reports in their detailed or total status 
with di�erent options and for any required time period.

The most important mobile Apps
ONYX Pro Mobile   ONYX Shopping

Distribution Mobile   Motakamel Plus Mobile

Distribution Track   Transport Mobile

Restaurant Mobile   Warehouse Shipping

Ultimate Taxi    Receiving Mobile

Customer Orders   Money Transfer Agent

Collection Mobile   Bill Collection Mobile

Fixed Assets Inventory  Employee Self Service

Inventory Stocking   Customer Self Service
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Hospital Management System
A system that organizes administrative, medical, and �nancial transactions in hospitals and health care institutions.  
The system enables the hospital and its working sta� to e�ectively organize all medical processes and archive the 
patients’ medical �les (E-File) properly to have e�cient access to the patient medical �les (E-File) from any depart-
ment at any time.

Key Features
The HMS has an accumulative E-File for all the visits of the patients, which make it easy for 
the patient not to carry papers, and gives them easy access to the E-File by using the HMS 
Mobile App that is linked to the HMS.

The ability to book appointments with doctors and get any information about all the 
services the hospital provides by using the HMS Moblie App that is linked to the HMS.

Fast and accurate calculations of the internal and external doctors’ percentages according to 
each service the hospital provides.

Comes with all medical tests taken from ICD 10.

Ability to sell using the items’ units (tablets, strip, box ...etc.) in the sales invoices.

Deals with scienti�c names, items’ alternatives, barcodes, and expiration dates.



Smart School Management System
A developed academic system to manage modern schools via web technology.  This helps the school, parents, teach-
ers and students to communicate in an integrated link to elevate the educational process to advanced scienti�c 
stages.

Key Features
Allows you to manage your school anytime and from anywhere.

Online control for teachers, students, and parents.

Following up courses using multiple media including photos and videos.

Following up with homework, exams and their results.

Designing the study plan with information about dates, materials and teachers.

Manage all school years with student attendance data and discipline.

Achieve administrative action, follow-up the educational process through integrat-
ing the functions of the di�erent users of the system from: (management, teacher, 
supervisor, exams, student, parents, etc.).

Linkable electronic payment methods:  PayPal, 2Checkout & Pay money.

Chatting, email, SMS and displaying the school news and events.



It is a hotel management system that handles processes of booking, reception, hosting guests, and their 
di�erent various residence services.  It also handles hotel transactions of revenues and expenses as a result of 
integration linking with accounting systems in a high �exibility.

Developed with MS SQL Server database to achieve safety and high accuracy.

Handling booking types for groups, companies, or special o�ers.

Make backups easily on a daily basis to be saved in the network or out.

Multilingual:  can be used in English, Arabic, French, Turkish, or Bahasa Indonesia.  The user can also choose 
a suitable theme for the interface.

Processing hotel transactions accurately, quickly and safely; in addition to providing outcomes free of 
mistakes.

Achieving high credible �nancial and administrative control for the owner, administrator and user.



Clubs & Parks
Managing the facility operations of the youth and social activity, entertaining parks, and �tness clubs with their 
administrational, technical and �nancial performance.  By using the system, the management will assure that the 
members and the facility sta�s take advantage of its provided services (Gym, Spa, Fitness Clubs, Health Centers, 
Social Clubs, and Amusement Parks).

Generating single membership for individuals or group membership for a speci�c number of members on behalf of 
an institution or group.

The ease of adopting a free membership in the collective subscription of any approved number by the management 
and specifying that in the system settings.

Controlling the subscription’s visits by the facility in case of limiting the number of visits per package.

Accepting the members’ companions when entering the facility and adding their information to the system.

The possibility of linking with an electronic gateway to regulate the entry and exit from and to the facility.

Easy to search using multiple options to access the required information.

Adding the taxes immediately on the membership amount when selecting the taxes options in the system settings

Dealing with the possibility of partial payment for the total amount and scheduling the remaining balance.

Send alerts (SMS) to the subscriber’s mobile for the purpose of (Welcoming, Thanking, Reminding, Violation, Direct 
messages, etc.)



Almuhaseb1
As part of ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS contribution in building automated accounting 
awareness in the community, Almuhaseb1 accounting system is provided for Free.  It 
contains standard accounting solutions for personal projects to be used by one user.

For more information and to get the free download, please visit

www.almuhaseb1.com
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